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Abstract

Climate engineering is an intentional large-scale intervention in the Earth’s cli-

mate system to counteract the anthropogenic warming. It has been proposed and

recently gained attention as a potential option for tackling global warming. To

evaluate the feasibility and impacts of geoengineering, we performed idealized cli-

mate simulations using solar geoengineering scheme by artificially reducing the

incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) either globally or

over the polar regions. Four simulations were conducted, i.e. pre-industrial control

simulation, global warming simulation with 4xCO2, global uniform solar reduction

and reduction of solar radiation regionally over both poles. Our results indicate

that the 4xCO2 induced a 6.7 K global mean surface temperature raise, amplified

over both poles primarily during the hemisphere winter. Besides, the warming

also cause intensification and poleward shift of the global precipitation pattern.

A 4.2% globally uniform solar reduction can largely compensate the global mean

warming caused by 4xCO2. We find that solar reduction is efficient to reduce

the warming at the region where the background sunshine is strong, such as the

low-latitude summer warming. However, the CO2 induced warming over high

latitudes during winter are less sensitive to solar reduction. The solar reduction

leads to more residual warming over land than over the ocean. Therefore, it could

result in hemisphere asymmetric residual warming due to the hemisphere asym-

metric land-sea distribution. This will eventually cause northward shift of the

Intertropical Convergence Zone and the associated low-latitude precipitation pat-



tern. Moreover, we notice that solar reduction could lead to an overall weakening

of the global hydrological cycle, suggesting that over reduction of solar radiation

may result in large-scale drought.

The CO2 forcing introduces more warming over the poles than low-latitudes. The

ice sheets around both poles are critical for further sea level rise. Our experiments

indicate that 16% solar reduction over both poles (higher than 60 ◦N/S) is able to

restore the summer temperature and sea ice extent. However, such polar regional

geoengineering leads to stronger and more frequent high-latitude storms. Our

simulation results show that Solar Radiation Management is an effective way to

offset global mean temperature raise.

Nevertheless, climate engineering by reducing insolation at the TOA, either glob-

ally or regionally, have strong impact on the hydrological cycle and the regional

climate. In spite of the fact that our climate simulations are being highly idealised,

these simulations can provide useful information about the climate respond to sce-

narios with more realistic GHG forcing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Global warming due to emissions have increased and emerged as one of the biggest

environmental challenges facing the world. Its effects have been evident for many

years and will become more severe in the coming decades. Global warming has

enhanced since 1990 and the risks of increased global temperatures are great, as

the IPCC’s 5th Report shows. In 2015, the Paris Climate Change Agreement

by world’s countries resolved to strengthen the global response to the threat of

climate change by limiting the global average temperature rise to well below 2 oC

and to pursue efforts to limit warming to 1.5 oC above the pre-industrial level by

2100. Despite this ambition, staying within 2 oC limit seems extremely unlikely as

anthropogenic emissions keeps on increasing. The global average surface temper-

ature has increased by more than 0.8 degrees celsius (0.8 oC) and global mean sea

level has risen by approximately 0.2 m since the pre-industrial era (Stocker et al.,

2013), and even more sensitive in polar regions as climate change is manifesting

strongest warming there due to rapid CO2 emissions which have caused a net ra-

diative forcing at the top of the atmosphere (TOA). According to Lohmann (2020),

global temperature is determined by the radiation budget through the incoming

energy from the sun and the outgoing energy from the Earth. The Earth’s energy

budget is out of balance due to increased atmospheric greenhouse gas concentra-
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tions which has profound impacts on the Earth’s climate by trapping more heat in

the atmosphere. An increase in global temperature will have adverse effects on the

Earth as it has already evident, it will change the amount and also the pattern

of precipitation. Changes in temperature and precipitation or rainfall patterns

increase the frequency, duration and intensity of other extreme weather events.

Increasing in ocean heat content, shrinkage in the polar sea ice coverage, decline

in glaciers and snow cover are all evidence of changing global climate (Stocker

et al., 2013).

Global anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions from burning fossil fuels have sig-

nificantly increased since 1900. Greenhouse gas emission growth has been accel-

erated over the last decades (Stocker et al., 2013). China, the United States, the

European Union, India, Russian and Japan were the top carbon dioxide (CO2)

emitters in 2014 Global CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and some in-

dustrial processes. Increasing in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are leading

to global warming and climate change. Effectively eradicating net greenhouse

gas emissions remains the only permanent method of addressing climate change.

However, the efforts to mitigate climate change by reducing these emissions are

proving to be particularly difficult and challenging. This has led to an interest

in climate engineering (Crutzen, 2006), which has recently gained attention as a

way to manage climate risks as proposed by some scientists, to counteract climate

change by artificially cooling the planet.

Climate Engineering (also referred to as Geoengineering), is the intentional large-

scale intervention in the Earth’s climate system to counteract greenhouse gas-

induced warming. Climate engineering has been one of the most rapidly growing

areas of climate research as a potential option for tackling global warming to limit

climate change. Geoengineering can be broadly divided into two main categories

(Caldeira et al., 2013): Solar Radiation Management (SRM) (also called solar

geoengineering), which aims to reflect more sunlight to space and Carbon Dioxide
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Removal methods (CDR) which aims to reduce the CO2 content in the atmosphere.

Using climate engineering may lead to a delay in reducing CO2 emissions and as a

result, geoengineering could be required for centuries to counteract CO2 warming

(MacMartin et al., 2014). Most of the proposed SRM climate engineering schemes

carried out in the atmosphere or space are based on increasing planetary albedo.

Solar Radiation Management schemes offer relatively low-energy costs and short

lead times for technical implementation and would act rapidly to reduce temper-

ature anomalies caused by greenhouse gas emissions (Zhang et al., 2015), with

significant decrease occurring within 1 to 2 years (Bala, 2009). In this paper, we

will focus on the solar radiation management methodology.

Solar geoengineering (alternatively, SRM, or solar radiation modification or solar

climate engineering) is a set of proposed technologies intentionally alter the Earth’s

radiative balance by offsetting the global warming effect of greenhouse gases by

reflecting incoming solar radiation (sunlight) back into space to avoid warming

other than changing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases (Council ,

2015; Irvine et al., 2016). The offset or compensate the greenhouse gas induced

warming only requires the reduction of small fraction of incoming sunlight to the

Earth. Solar geoengineering has been receiving increased attention in recent years

as a potential temporary solution to offset global warming (Kravitz et al., 2021).

Six proposed solar geoengineering approaches to reflect more sunlight to reduce

global warming are shown in Figure 1.1, including giant space mirrors, strato-

sphere aerosols injection, marine clouds brightening, making the ocean surface

more reflective, growing more reflective plants, and whitening roofs and other

built structures. In this study, we will primarily evaluate the effect of the giant

space mirrors, which reflects incoming solar radiation into the outer space.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram illustrating solar geoengineering approaches, a-
Giant space mirrors, b- Stratosphere Aerosols injection, c- Marine clouds bright-
ening, d- making the ocean surface more reflective, e- Growing more reflective
plants, and f- Whitening roofs and other built structures (Caldeira et al., 2013)

Numerical climate model simulations have consistently indicated that solar radia-

tion management could not only reduce the Earth’s temperature but also affect the

precipitation pattern at global and regional scales. Many idealized climate model

simulations have been performed in which the solar radiation is uniformly reduced

by a certain amount to offset the warming caused by increased atmospheric CO2

e.g. (Govindasamy and Caldeira, 2000; Govindasamy et al., 2003; Bala et al.,

2008; Caldeira and Wood , 2008; Irvine et al., 2016; Kravitz et al., 2013). Solar

geoengineering could quickly reduce global mean temperatures at relatively low

cost (McClellan et al., 2012). Although SRM schemes can act rapidly to mitigate

climate change with significant global mean temperature decreases as evidenced by

models, unwanted side-effects, such as diminished rainfall in some regions would

certainly also occur alongside the intended effects (Zhang et al., 2015).

Several simulation studies have been performed using the solar geoengineering

schemes where incoming solar radiation was reduced to compensate the atmo-
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spheric carbon dioxide (CO2) induced warming. Ban-Weiss and Caldeira (2010);

MacMartin et al. (2014) determined an optimal reduction in solar radiation in both

the top of the atmosphere and time therefore the geoengineered climate is more

similar to the control climate. Govindasamy and Caldeira (2000) showed that solar

geoengineering with globally uniform 1.8% reduction in incoming solar radiation

would largely compensates global and annual mean surface temperature change

for a doubling of atmospheric CO2 content from pre-industrial levels. The solar

experiment cools the climate by nearly identical amount of the warming caused by

the doubled CO2 (Govindasamy et al., 2002). Furthermore, Govindasamy et al.

(2003) in their latter study showed that global uniform 3.6% reduction in solar ra-

diation mitigate the climate impact of quadrupling of atmospheric CO2 and cools

the Earth from its 4xCO2 state. They further showed that such a reduction in

incoming solar radiation would also largely compensate the regional or seasonal

climate change. To offset the warming by the doubled atmospheric concentration

of CO2 globally, Caldeira and Wood (2008) suggested that a uniform 1.84% re-

duction in incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere could noticeably

reduce regional and seasonal climate change from increased atmospheric carbon

dioxide (CO2) . In a recent study (Kravitz et al., 2013), it was shown that the cli-

mate impacts on quadrupling CO2 from the preindustrial concentrations could be

reduce by global uniformly reduction in incoming solar radiation. In their study

they further showed that the reduction largely offsets the global mean surface

temperature change to prevent the Arctic sea ice loss. However, reduction in inso-

lation might disturb the global hydrological cycle (Govindasamy et al., 2003; Bala

et al., 2008; Caldeira and Wood , 2008; Kravitz et al., 2013). According to Russotto

and Ackerman (2018), the required solar constant reduction in solar geoengineer-

ing experiments for 4xCO2 is between 3.2% and 5.0%, depending on the model,

and these values are uncorrelated with the model’s equilibrium climate sensitivity,

while a formula from the experiment specifications based on the model’s effective
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CO2 forcing and planetary albedo is well correlated with but consistently under

predicts the required amount of solar reduction.

This master thesis seeks to evaluate the feasibility and impacts of geoengineering

using SRM scheme. We compare results from three kinds of model simulations:

pre-industrial (PI-Control), post-industrial enhanced warming (abrupt4×CO2)

and solar geoengineering, implemented to compensate the radiative impacts of the

abrupt4×CO2, (thus, quadrupled of the atmospheric CO2 content). The main ob-

jective of this thesis is to compare post-industrial abrupt4×CO2 warming climate

with Pre-industrial climate to assess the impacts of the CO2 on the climate with

no reduction in solar constant to offset the global warming effect of greenhouse

gases, and then compares the an idealized solar geoengineering simulation exper-

iment in which the greenhouse gas induced warming in the global mean surface

temperature is offset by reduction in the solar constant with the abrupt4×CO2

warming climate.

This master thesis is written in the following order. In section. 2, the employed

climate model, i.e., the AWI-ESM and the experimental design are described.

The simulated global warming world and geoengineering climate anomalies in

temperature, precipitation and sea ice fractions are presented in Section 3. The

section 4 summarizes and concludes this study, and outlines the hypothesis and

the future steps during the master thesis project.
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Chapter 2

Model and Methods

2.1 AWI Earth System Model (AWI-ESM)

The Alfred Wegener Institute Earth System Model (AWI-ESM) (Sidorenko et al.,

2019) is used to perform the simulations of this study. The AWI-ESM was devel-

oped by the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research. It consists

of the atmospheric model ECHAM6 and the Finite Element Sea ice-Ocean Model

(FESOM), version 1.4. The simulations conducted in this study used the AWI-

ESM with atmosphere resolution of 1.875×1.875 degree (approximately 200 km

near equator). Ocean and sea ice were simulated on a mesh with resolution vary-

ing from nominal one degree in the interior of the ocean to 1/3 degree in the

equatorial belt and ∼24 km north of 50◦N. AWI-ESM has previous widely applied

in the simulations of paleo, present and future climates (Lohmann et al., 2020; Shi

et al., 2020; Kageyama et al., 2020; Brierley et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020a)
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Figure 2.1: ECHAM6 computes 12 air-sea fluxes based on 4 surface fields provided
by FESOM1/2. The 1 hourly averaged fields and 1 hourly accumulated fluxes are
mapped between the model components every 1 hour using the OASIS3-MCT
coupler (https://fesom.de/models/awi-esm/).
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2.2 Experimental Design

We perform three set of simulations. Firstly, a pre-industrial control simulation

is carried out under the pre-industrial CO2 (i.e. 284 ppmv) forcing and normal

amount of incoming solar flux (sunshine) of 1360.744 Wm−2. It is denoted PI-

Control. This experiment is integrated for 600 years. The last 100 years results are

used to represent the climate condition without anthropogenic global warming. To

obtain the pattern of anthropogenic climate change, we run another experiment,

namely, the abrupt4×CO2 experiment, in which the atmospheric CO2 concentra-

tion is instantaneously quadrupled from the PI-Control level with normal amount

of incoming solar flux. This experiment is initialised from 600th model year of the

pre-industrial control experiment. To evaluate the impact of geoengineering on

climate change, we set up another two experiments, which apply uniformed reduc-

tion of the incoming solar radiation at TOA globally and regionally over the poles

(higher than 60 degrees), respectively. In the two geoengineering simulations, the

greenhouse gases forcing is kept identical to the abrupt4×CO2 experiment. The

abrupt4×CO2 simulation and all the geoengineering simulations were run for 200

elapsed model years with the first 100 years being discarded and the last 100 years

being used to compute climate statistics.

To know the amount of insolation required to compensate 4×CO2 at TOA, we

perform sensitivity analysis and calculate the equilibrium climate sensitivity and

the effective radiative forcing. The equilibrium climate sensitivity, is the long-term

temperature rise (equilibrium global mean near-surface air temperature) that is

expected as result from a doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration. The

effective radiative forcing is the instantaneous radiative imbalance caused by in-

creasing greenhouse gases. To restored radiative equilibrium, the climate system

response to a radiative forcing with a change in net downward radiative imbal-

ance (TOA) which is proportional to global-mean surface air temperature. We
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then reduce the net top shortwave radiation by a factor of the effective radiation

forcing.

Theoretically, a 1.8% (3.6%) of solar reduction is effective to offset the radiation

imbalance caused by doubling (quadrupling) of CO2. However, due to the feed-

back in the climate system, this value varies in different models. Our AWI-ESM

sensitivity tests indicate that a glabally 4.2% solar radiation reduction is approx-

imately the amount needed to offset the global mean temperature effect of the

quadrupled CO2 concentration in the atmosphere.

Besides the glabally uniform 4.2% solar radiation experiment, two more simula-

tions focusing on the polar regions were performed: one with a 4.2% reduction in

insolation over of 60 degrees (60o) over both Northern and Southern Hemispheres

and the other with quadrupled of the global reduction that is 16.8% reduction in

the insolation over 60o. In practice, this reduction in incoming solar radiation at

the top of the atmosphere on the Earth could be affected through the placement

of artificial solar eclipse or solar-shields in space between the Earth and Sun to

reflect the solar radiation.

Simulation CO2 (ppm) Region of insolation reduction Insolation reduction (%)

PI-Control 284 - -

Abrupt4×CO2 1136 - -

Global 4.2 1136 global 4.2

Polar 4.2 1136 60o N - 90o N and 60o S - 90o S 4.2

Polar 16.8 1136 60o N - 90o N and 60o S - 90o S 16.8

Table 2.1: Simulations include pre-industrial control and 4×CO2 climate that
differ in atmospheric CO2 content and the simulations in which solar insolation
is reduced at various levels globally, or regionally at the latitudes higher than 60
degrees over both hemispheres.
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Chapter 3

Results

In this section, the results from the three sets of simulations are presented and

the anomalies of the surface air temperature, precipitation and sea ice fraction in

the Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere are discussed. The climate

engineered simulation results which is implemented to compensate the radiative

impact of 4×CO2 are compared to the quadrupled CO2 (abrupt4×CO2) and PI-

Control simulations.

3.1 Climate change under GHG forcing

3.1.1 Climate Sensitivity

Climate Sensitivity refers to global temperature rise that occur in response to

a doubling of CO2 concentration in the atmosphere compared to pre-industrial

levels and is determined by some radiative feedback mechanisms associated with

temperature, water vapor, cloud, and surface albedo change (Block and Mauritsen,

2013). Estimation of the equilibrium climate sensitivity was performed on the

abrupt4×CO2. According to Meehl et al. (2020), the multi model mean ECS from

the Gregory method, calculated over the full 150-year period of the abrupt4×CO2

experiment, is 3.7◦C. The range of equilibrium climate sensitivity is from 1.8◦C

11



to 5.6◦C for the current generation of earth system models participating in the

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase (CMIP6).

In the abrupt4×CO2 simulation, CO2 has increased from its pre-industrial level

of 284 parts per million (ppm) to around 1136 ppm, as shown in Table 2.1. The

equilibrium temperature was obtained by extrapolating a linear fit of the data

points (that is, the individual years) when the model reached its new equilibrium to

a zero TOA energy balance. The global mean surface air temperature was found to

be increased by 6.7 K. The effective radiative forcing for the abruptly quadrupled

CO2 concentration was estimated by finding the intercept of the linear fit with

the ordinate (TOA radiative imbalance) using the Gregory’s method (Gregory

et al., 2004), and was found to be about 7.0 Wm−2 at the TOA. To obtain the

equilibrium climate sensitivity and effective radiative forcing for a doubling of the

CO2 concentration, the equilibrium temperature and effective radiative forcing in

the 4×CO2 simulation are divided by 2. So, in AWI-ESM, the equilibrium climate

sensitivity and effective radiative forcing are found to be 3.35 K and 3.5 Wm−2

respectively. The climate sensitivity analysis is shown in Figure 3.1.

The global mean surface air temperature increased in the abrupt4×CO2 simulation

as a results of the radiative imbalance in radiation at the top of the atmosphere

caused by the abruptly quadrupled CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. The

radiation imbalance found in this study is within the range of radiative imbalance

found by (Kravitz et al., 2013), which the effective radiative forcing for 4×(CO2)

forcing is about 6 to 9 Wm−2.
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Figure 3.1: The anomalies are calculated as difference between the abrupt4×CO2

and PI-Control run. Equilibrium climate sensitivity on the 4×CO2 relative to
the PI-control. The blue dots represent individual year of surface temperature
anomaly and radiation imbalance at the TOA. The green line is the linear re-
gression of the individual years. The effective radiative forcing is the radiation
imbalance when global mean temperature has no change. The equilibrium cli-
mate sensitivity is the final global mean temperature anomaly when the outgoing
long wave radiation is balanced by the incoming solar radiation.
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3.1.2 Surface Air Temperature

Figure 3.2: Global surface air temperature anomalies for (a) Annual, (b)
December-January-February (DJF) and (c) June-July-August (JJA) average rel-
ative to the PI-Control simulation in the quadrupled 4×CO2 simulation.
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Figure 3.2 shows the surface air temperature anomalies in the quadrupled CO2

(abrupt 4×CO2) simulation. In general, the warming in the abrupt4×CO2 is

observed in all regions in both annual and seasonal surface air temperatures. The

abrupt4×CO2 simulation shows a global mean surface air temperature rise of

4.7◦C (Table 3.1) after 200 years. The annual mean temperature anomalies show

strongest positive anomalies in the high latitudes. Moreover, the temperature

raises over the land are higher than that of the ocean (Figure 3.2a). The surface

air temperature anomalies in the winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) are significantly

different. The DJF mean surface temperature at the Northern pole (Arctic region)

is found to be significantly greater than the annual mean temperature, whereas

the JJA mean surface temperature appears to have been particularly significant in

the Southern pole (Antarctica region). At the high latitudes, the quadrupled CO2

simulation warms more during the winter season. Because the high latitudes have

feedback processes involving snow and ice albedo which make their temperature

response more sensitive to changes in radiative forcing (Caldeira and Wood , 2008).

This leads to reduction in amplitude of the seasonal cycle (Govindasamy and

Caldeira, 2000). Amplified winter warming in the Arctic in the abrupt4×CO2

simulation could be contributed by the large exchanges of heat and moisture from

the ocean to the atmosphere. The rise in mean surface air temperature appears

to have risen more over the land than over the ocean and this is because land has

smaller heat capacity than water.

At the polar regions, when there is reduction in sea ice content, there is a strong or

greater transfer of heat and moisture to the atmosphere, which in combination with

ice albedo feedback amplifies the warming at the region. The rapid warming seen

at the polar regions, in particular the Arctic can be interpreted by the increased

in absorption of sunlight resulting in less reflective surface in the region. This

dramatical warming over the polar regions could lead to melting of Greenland ice

sheet and Antarctica ice sheet, and would eventually cause sea level rise, as well as
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bottom water formation and also affects the patterns of precipitation. The retreat

of sea ice in all seasons has already had profound impacts on the energy balance

of the Arctic and has contributed to Arctic amplification, i.e. the faster warming

in the Arctic compared to mid-latitudes, particularly during autumn and winter

(Walsh, 2014).
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3.1.3 Precipitation

Figure 3.3: Global Precipitation anomalies for (a) Annual, (b) DJF and (c) JJA
average relative to the PI-Control simulation in the abrupt4×CO2 simulation.

The abrupt4×CO2 simulation shows a significant (7.5±0.62%) increase in global

average of mean precipitation, but with a strong spatial inhomogeneous. There
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is an increase in both annual and seasonal precipitation at the high latitudes and

at equatorial regions. The most increased in annual precipitation occurs in some

regions, notably over the equatorial Pacific, Eurasia, Brazil and the central South

America–Caribbean Sea. Precipitation increases in the tropics and decreases in

the subtropics over ocean in both Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The sum-

mer (JJA) precipitation is very similar to annual precipitation change, tropical

precipitation increases over the summer (JJA) and slightly decrease over the win-

ter (DJF). This is because the summer hemisphere is dominated by the ascending

branch of the Hadley circulation whiles the winter hemisphere is dominated by

the ascending branch of the Hadley circulation (Chou and Lan, 2012). Precipi-

tation increases over oceans is much larger than that over land. There is more

precipitation in the South Pacific Convergence Zone, however, the precipitation

significantly decreases in some regions, the decreases are especially evident in

the Mediterranean, South Africa, Northern and Western Europe, northern part

of North America over California, the southern part of South America, Australia,

East Asia, Southeast Asia and the centre of the North Atlantic. The abrupt4×CO2

simulation shows significant positive anomalies over the Intertropical Convergence

zone (ITCZ) and in the high latitudes, but significant negative anomalies in the

subtropics and some areas in the tropics. In general, there have been decreases

in precipitation in the subtropics and tropics outside of the monsoon trough, and

increases in land precipitation at higher latitudes and in the equatorial regions.

Such precipitation pattern change is partly driven by the expansion of Hadley

Circulation or poleward shift precipitation pattern (Hu and Fu, 2007; Lu et al.,

2007; Yang et al., 2022), as a result of poleward advancing midlatitude meridional

temperature gradients (Yang et al., 2020b). Figure 3.3 shows that the regions

with more precipitation, like the central tropics and high latitudes, increase in

precipitation whereas the regions with less precipitation, such as the subtropical

regions, decrease in precipitation. This means that the annual range of precipita-
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tion that has already been large will become even larger under the abrupt4×CO2

global warming, a phenomenon called dry gets drier, wet gets wetter, as a result

of intensified hydrological cycle (Chou and Lan, 2012).

3.1.4 Sea Ice

Figure 3.4: (a) February and (b) September Arctic mean sea ice fraction in the
abrupt4×CO2 simulation. The red contour lines represent the PI-Control sea ice
edge (5%) for comparison. Higher values are represented in white and lower values
in light blue, and ocean is represented by dark blue colour.
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Figure 3.5: (a) February and (b) September Antarctic mean sea ice fraction in
the abrupt 4×CO2 simulation. The red contour lines show the PI-Control sea ice
edge (5%) for comparison. Higher fraction of sea ice is represented in white and
lower values in light blue, and ocean is represented by dark blue colour.

The Arctic ice reaches its maximum extent in March, and minimum extent at the

end of the summer thus, in September. During autumn and winter, Arctic sea

ice regrows as less or no sunlight reaches the Arctic and air temperatures begin

to drop in the region. The total area covered by ice increases through the winter,

usually reaching its maximum extent at the end of February or in early March.

Figure 3.4 shows the sea ice extent in both of these months. Reduction in Arctic

sea ice is one of the most visible signs of climate change on Earth. Sea ice plays

an important role in the Earth’s climate by regulating the exchanges of heat and

moisture between the atmosphere and the polar ocean. When sea ice melts, the

surface albedo is lowered, and the amount of incoming solar radiation absorbed

by the ocean surface increases, which further enhances ice melt (Stroeve and Notz ,

2018), generating positive feedback for increasing the surface temperature.

From the abrupt4×CO2 simulation, the Arctic and Antarctic sea ice is virtually

absent during the late summer and there is essentially ice-free summer at some
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point as shown in Figure 3.4b because of the more amplified warming in the polar

regions (Figure 3.2). The abrupt4×CO2 simulation does not show much reduction

in February sea ice extent (Figure 3.4a) as compared with the PI-Control sea ice

extent. The Arctic and the Antarctic annual mean sea ice fraction in the the

abrupt4×CO2 simulation is reduced by 56% and 65.0% relative to the PI-Control,

respectively. The sea ice coverage over the Arctic Ocean decreased substantially in

September with only a little ice found around the central and western Arctic near

Canadian Archipelago. The reduction in Arctic sea ice is particularly pronounced

in the East Siberian, Canadian Archipelago, Chukchi, Beaufort Seas and around

the Greenland. The sea ice extent appears to be regrown during the following

winter (February mean) with a little reduction over the Eurasian side of the Arctic

Ocean and the subpolar of Northern Ocean. With this climate, Arctic will lose

much of its protective ability to reflect incoming sunlight back to the space from the

Earth without summer sea ice and this will eventually cause Arctic amplification.

The reduction in Antarctic summer (February) sea ice is pronounced all over the

Southern Ocean, with little ice left over the Antarctic Peninsula on the Weddell

sea. The most reduction in September ice occurs in the Eastern Antarctic over the

Indian ocean sector. The reductions observed in sea ice thickness and coverage are

impacting the Earth’s energy balance already. The seasonality in heat exchange

between the upper ocean and the atmosphere is expected to be stronger with a

seasonally ice-free Arctic (Tietsche et al., 2011).
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3.2 Global Uniform Solar Radiation Management

3.2.1 Surface Air Temperature

Figure 3.6: Global surface air temperature anomalies for (a) Annual, (b)
December-January-February (DJF) and (c) June-July-August (JJA) average rela-
tive to the PI-Control simulation in the Global 4.2 climate engineered simulation.
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Earlier study by Govindasamy et al. (2003), suggested that 3.6% reduction in so-

lar radiation could offset the induced warming caused by 4×CO2. Most previous

studies, such as Arora et al. (2011); Gent et al. (2011); Ji et al. (2014); Lurton

et al. (2020); Kelley et al. (2020), have also noticed different percentages in re-

duction depending upon the model. We have tried with different magnitude of

solar reduction using AWI-ESM, and found 4.2% is a moderate reduction in solar

radiation in order to compensate the warming induced by 4×CO2. As shown in

Figure 3.6, the climate engineered simulation with uniform Global 4.2 % reduction

in incoming solar radiation largely compensates the global annual mean warming

from the quadrupling atmospheric CO2 warming (Figure 3.2). The global uniform

4.2% solar engineering shows a global mean surface air temperature drop of 4.5◦C

from the abrupt4×CO2 simulation and slightly rise of 0.2◦C over the PI-Control

temperature (Table 3.1). It reduced both the global-mean temperature and sur-

face temperatures everywhere compared to the temperatures in the abrupt4×CO2

simulation. However, reduce solar radiation causes spatial and seasonal temper-

ature anomaly patterns as the warming due to increased CO2 is due to different

spatial distribution of radiative forcing (MacMartin et al., 2018).

The surface air temperature in the engineered world is similar to the PI-Control

climate with a minor spatial temperature anomalies. More specifically, there is

a significant decrease in surface air temperature in the tropics and subtropics,

mostly over the oceans but the residual warming with magnitude of about 3.5 oC

at the polar regions and high latitudes. This is because the climatology maximum

averaged solar radiation locates at the lower latitudes. Global 4.2 solar engineering

produces strongest net solar reduction over the low latitudes. Comparably, the

residual warming over the high latitudes are primarily found in winter season,

because high latitude regions have little sunshine during winter. Accordingly, 4.2%

solar reduction is not able to completely remove the CO2 warming in the poles.

Besides the general latitude distribution of temperature anomaly, we find that
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there is overcooling over the typical upwelling regions, such as the Southern Ocean,

the eastern basin of the Southern Pacific Ocean and Southern Atlantic Ocean, and

the Northern Atlantic subpolar ocean. It is interesting to note that the reduction

in incoming solar radiation decreases more insolation in the summertime (JJA)

than the wintertime (DJF), however, there is more reduction in average winter

temperature than the summer.

The results of surface temperatures for all seasons show that climate engineering

where insolation is reduced may largely compensate the impact of atmospheric

CO2 increased irrespective of the difference in the latitudinal and seasonal pattern

of the radiative forcing (Govindasamy et al., 2003).
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3.2.2 Precipitation

Figure 3.7: Global precipitation anomalies for (a) Annual, (b) December-January-
February (DJF) and (c) June-July-August (JJA) average relative to the PI-Control
simulation in Global Uniform 4.2% climate engineered simulation.
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Reduction in solar radiation cause an overall reduction in global hydrological cycle

and hence precipitation of about 2.8±0.47% compared to the global precipitation

in the PI-Control simulation. This is likely a result of overall less evaporation due

to less incoming solar radiation. Compare to the abrupt4×CO2 experiment (Figure

3.3 and 3.7), the uniform 4.2% reduction in the incoming solar radiation cancelled

out most of the changes in global mean precipitation caused by increasing CO2.

Precipitation patterns under global uniform solar geoengineering decrease over

both land and ocean, with similar latitudinal structure. The strongest reduction

occurs in the tropics and northern mid-latitudes.

Reduction in solar radiation is not able to restore the PI-Control precipitation

pattern. We observe an annual mean northward shift of the Intertropical Con-

vergence Zone (ITCZ), characterising with more/less precipitation over the north-

ern/southern equatorial Atlantic Ocean and eastern Pacific Ocean. This is likely

induced by hemisphere asymmetry of temperature changes. More specifically, the

Global 4.2 experiment show more residual warming over the Northern Hemisphere

than over the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 3.6a). Seasonally, the ITCZ shift is

most prominent in the DJF, when the hemisphere asymmetry of temperature

reaches its maximum value (Figure 3.6b).
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3.2.3 Sea Ice

Figure 3.8: Arctic mean sea ice fraction in (a) February (b) September in the
Global 4.2 climate engineering simulations. The red contour lines show the PI-
Control sea ice edge (5% of sea ice fraction) for comparison. Higher sea ice fraction
is represented in white and lower values in light blue, and ocean is represented by
dark blue colour.
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Figure 3.9: Antarctic mean sea ice fraction in (a) February (b) September in the
Global 4.2 climate engineering simulations. The red contour lines show the PI-
Control sea ice edge (5% of sea ice fraction) for comparison. Higher sea ice fraction
is represented in white and lower values in light blue, and ocean is represented by
dark blue colour.

The annual average Arctic and Antarctic sea ice fraction is 94.5±2.3% and 110.9±3.8%

(Table 3.3) of the PI-Control condition, respectively. The globally uniform 4.2%

reduction in solar radiation was able to reflected more sunlight back to space to

reduce the global mean surface air temperature and restore the Arctic and Antarc-

tic sea ice. When the surface air temperature stays consistently at or below the

freezing point, ice begins to grow in the open ocean. Figure 3.8 shows that, the

Arctic sea ice extent in the globally uniform 4.2% simulation is almost restored or

recovered in both February and September from its abruptly4×CO2 state. From

Figure 3.8a, the February sea ice extent looks almost similar to the PI-Control

sea ice and covers all the coverage areas. The September sea ice that decreased

substantially in the abrupt4×CO2 simulation has almost been recovered in this

experiment (Figure 3.8b) as compared to the sea ice extent in the PI-Control

simulation. The Antarctic sea ice extent is fully recovered in both February and
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September mean (Figure 3.9) with about 10.9% increment over the preindustrial

level. The summer sea ice cover regulates the uptake of heat by the Arctic Ocean

by reflecting the Sun’s rays.
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3.3 Polar Solar Radiation Management

3.3.1 Surface Air Temperature

Figure 3.10: Global surface air temperature anomalies for (a) Annual, (b)
December-January-February (DJF) and (c) June-July-August (JJA) average rel-
ative to PI-Control simulation in the Polar 16.8 climate engineered simulation.
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Global uniform solar reduction (sun shading) may economically difficult to achieve.

This inspires us to design alternative strategy to just reduce the solar radiation

regionally over some important area. Global warming induce dramatic warming

over the polar regions, which is potential to cause irreversible disintegration of the

Greenland and Antarctic Ice sheets, which are critical for future sea level change.

Polar sea ice melt amplifies the warming through positive ice-albedo feedback.

Therefore, reduce solar radiation over polar regions may come out to be more effi-

cient in preventing the anthropogenic warming. Polar region has little population,

and in the summertime, it has 24 hours sunlight. Considering all these facts, we

desire another experiment to compensate the warming just by reducing the incom-

ing sunlight over the polar region, (higher than 60 degrees at both Northern and

Southern Hemispheres). We have tested two different reduction amplitudes, i.e.

4.2% and 16.8%. Despite that globally uniform 4.2% solar reduction is able to re-

duce most of the GHG warming over the polar regions, polar 4.2% solar reduction

has little impact on the polar regions.

The Polar 4.2% and 16.8% solar engineering drop the global mean surface air

temperature from the abrupt 4×CO2 simulation by 0.4◦C and 1.5◦C respectively

(Table 3.1). The Polar simulation with 16.8% reduction in insolation compensated

most of the warming caused by the quadrupling 4×CO2 concentration (Figure

3.2c) in the Hemisphere summer, as shown in Figure 5.1. This could largely

prevent the melt of Greenland Ice Sheets and probably also the Antarctic Ice

Sheet.

Even though, there are still strong anomalies in surface air temperature during the

winter (DJF) as shown in Figure 5.1b, but we mostly care about preventing the

summer temperature raise. Moreover, the warming in winter could be beneficial

to the people living in the region. The 16.8% reduction in the Polar region also

reduce warming globally as compared to the warming in abrupt4×CO2 simulation

as shown in Figure 3.2 , despite the fact the reduction in incoming solar radiation
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was done at only the Polar regions over the 60o North and 60o South.

3.3.2 Precipitation

Figure 3.11: Global precipitation anomalies for (a) Annual, (b) December-
January-February (DJF) and (c) June-July-August (JJA) average relative to the
PI-Control simulation in Polar 16.8 experiment climate engineered simulation.
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Solar reduction in polar regions reduce the significant increased in global mean

precipitation changes seen in abrupt4×CO2 to 5.0±0.60% compared to the global

precipitation in the PI-Control simulation. Polar 16.8 decreases global precipita-

tion in annual and seasonal mean, with less precipitation over land than the ocean.

The changes in precipitation are driven both by the reduction in solar radiation

and the increase of atmospheric CO2 (Bal et al., 2019). However, the results indi-

cate less drop in global mean precipitation compared to the state of precipitation

reduction in the Global 4.2 simulation. This is because the reduction was done

in the polar regions only and it global effect on abrupt4×CO2 was not much de-

spite the reduction been more than the amount of solar reduction in the uniform

globally 4.2%. The Polar solar reduction has less impact on the seasonal mean

precipitation (Figure 3.11) as compared to the state of precipitation in Global 4.2.

We find a significant surface decrease of precipitation over most parts of the globe

in the annual mean in the Polar 16.8 simulation with most decrease in the tropics.

The decrease in precipitation occurs in the tropics because the reduction in solar

forcing is strongly experienced there in the annual mean. Although, there are still

strong positive and negative precipitation anomalies in Polar 16.8 simulation in

reference to the PI-Control.
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3.3.3 Sea Ice

Figure 3.12: Arctic September mean sea ice fraction in the (a) Polar 4.2% and (b)
Polar 16.8% climate engineered simulations. The red contour lines show the PI-
Control sea ice edge (5% sea ice fraction) for comparison. Higher sea ice coverages
are represented in white and lower values in light blue, and ocean is represented
by dark blue colour.
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Figure 3.13: Arctic February mean sea ice fraction in the (a) Polar 4.2% and (b)
Polar 16.8% climate engineered simulations. The red contour lines show the PI-
Control sea ice edge (5% sea ice fraction) for comparison. Higher sea ice coverages
are represented in white and lower values in light blue, and ocean is represented
by dark blue colour.

Figure 3.14: Antarctic February mean sea ice fraction in the (a) Polar 4.2% and (b)
Polar 16.8% climate engineered simulations. The red contour lines show the PI-
Control sea ice edge (5% sea ice fraction) for comparison. Higher sea ice coverages
are represented in white and lower values in light blue, and ocean is represented
by dark blue colour.
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Figure 3.15: Antarctic September mean sea ice fraction in the (a) Polar 4.2%
and (b) Polar 16.8% climate engineered simulations. The red contour lines show
the PI-Control sea ice edge (5% sea ice fraction) for comparison. Higher sea ice
coverages are represented in white and lower values in light blue, and ocean is
represented by dark blue colour.

The patterns of the mean summer (September) Arctic sea-ice cover in the polar

geoengineering simulations are shown in Figure 3.12 and the mean winter(February)

Arctic sea ice cover are shown in Figure 3.13. The mean Antarctic summer (Febru-

ary) and winter (September) sea ice are shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15

respectively. The 4.2% reduction in solar radiation at the polar regions was not

enough to bring the warming down to recover the sea ice as the high latitudes

warm much more than the rest of the globe in the abrupt4×CO2 simulation, al-

though the Global 4.2% in insolation was able to bring the global mean surface

temperature down to almost the pre-industrial state. The Polar 4.2 simulation

was able to just preserved a small portion of the summer sea ice in the Central

Arctic unlike the Global 4.2 simulation that recovered most of the sea ice. This

is because the reduction was done only at the polar regions and the 4.2% was not

enough to counteract the amplified warming in the region and the warming from
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the other regions without solar reduction might also transport to the poles.

The annual average Arctic sea ice fraction is 80.7±2.3% (Table 3.3) compared to

the condition in PI-Control and the annual average Antarctic sea ice fraction is

87.7±4.1% (Table 3.4) compared to the condition in PI-Control. The Polar 16.8

climate engineered simulation compensated most of the abrupt4×CO2 warming

in the polar regions to restored the substantially decreased in September sea ice

extent closer to the PI-Control level (Figure 3.12b). The September mean sea ice

in the Arctic is slightly lower than the condition in the PI-Control simulation. This

is because the northern hemisphere suffers more warming from the atmospheric

abrupt4×CO2 than the rest of the globe. The reduction in solar radiation favours

the summer sea ice but has a little impact on the winter sea ice since there is

no sunlight during the winter season. From Figure 3.13, the sea ice extent in the

Polar 4.2 and 16.8 looks almost similar unlike the summer sea ice in Figure 3.12

where the Polar 16.8 recovered almost all the September sea ice to the level of

PI-Control simulation. This is because solar reduction is effective during summer

when there is sunlight. Figure 3.14b shows more ice over the Ross sea and the

Weddell sea. There is a slight decrease in West Antarctica sea ice but the sea ice

in the East Antarctica is recovered. With the Polar 16.8 reduction in insolation,

the ocean albedo will increase significantly leading to decreasing in shortwave

absorption as the sea ice coverage is restored similar to the preindustrial condition

and that will lead less latent heat release from the ocean to the atmosphere.
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3.4 Statistical Tables

Simulation Temperature (K) Temperature difference (oC)

PI-Control 285.2 -
Abrupt4×CO2 289.9±0.13 4.7

Global 4.2 285.4±0.10 0.2
Polar 4.2 289.5±0.16 4.3
Polar 16.8 288.4±0.14 3.2

Table 3.1: Statistics of the annual mean surface air temperature changes in the
4×CO2 and climate engineering cases relative to the PI-Control simulation.

Simulations Change in Precipitation (%)

PI-Control -
Abrupt4×CO2 7.5±0.62

Global 4.2 -2.8±0.47
Polar 16.8 5.0±0.60

Table 3.2: Statistics of the annual mean precipitation changes in the 4×CO2,
Global 4.2 and Polar 16.8% climate engineering relative to the PI-Control simu-
lation.

Simulation Arctic sea ice (%)

PI-Control -
Abrupt4×CO2 44.0±2.9

Global 4.2 94.5±2.3
Polar 4.2 53.7±2.7
Polar 16.8 80.7±2.3

Table 3.3: Statistics of the annual mean Arctic sea ice changes in the 4×CO2 and
climate engineering cases relative to the PI-Control simulation.
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Simulation Antarctic sea ice (%)

PI-Control -
Abrupt4×CO2 35.0±3.7

Global 4.2 110.9±3.8
Polar 4.2 48.4±3.6
Polar 16.8 87.7±4.1

Table 3.4: Statistics of the annual mean Antarctic sea ice changes in the 4×CO2

and climate engineering cases relative to the PI-Control simulation.

Tables (3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4) show that, the idealised global uniform 4.2% so-

lar engineering where the sunlight was uniformly fractionally reduced brings the

abrupt4×CO2 climate more similar to the values of the PI-Control climate than

to those of the polar simulations with respect to surface air temperature, precipi-

tation and sea ice on a global mean basis.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

Four model simulations were performed in this study to test for the effectiveness

and feasibility of climate engineering using the solar radiation management ap-

proach. The results from the idealised CO2 simulation suggests that continuing

increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration will have a profound

influence on the climate system and lead the Earth energy budget out of balance.

This increase in emissions will cause future climate extreme events on the globe,

like extreme surface temperature and precipitation. Increases in the atmospheric

CO2 concentrations causes Earth to warm by trapping more heat mainly infrared

radiation, emitted from the Earth’s surface. Efforts to limit the climate change

and its risks which require substantial and sustained reductions in greenhouse gas

emissions to keep the global warming below 2◦C as internationally agreed has be-

come difficult and challenge as so little has been done so far and greenhouse gases

(GHG) continue to increase. However, reducing the solar radiation or blocking

the sunlight that strikes the Earth at the top of the atmosphere to compensate

the atmospheric CO2 concentrations has emerged as an alternative approach to

manage or counteract climate change. Nevertheless, our solar climate engineering

simulation results clearly show that Solar Radiation Management can be used to

manage climate change and some of its adverse effects.
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A large reduction in incoming sunlight, as simulated in the solar geoengineering

experiments, would reduce the global-mean temperature and surface temperatures

everywhere compared to the temperatures in the abrupt4×CO2 simulation. The

engineered simulation in which incoming solar radiation was reduced globally by

4.2% largely compensated the global warming from the quadrupling atmospheric

CO2, mostly from summer seasons. The winter warming, comparably, are less

sensitive to solar geoengineering. Therefore, solar geoengineering could result

in a world with weaker seasonality, especially those over higher latitudes. This

somehow, could be beneficial for our society, sine we can have mild winter.

In addition, the 16.8% reduction in the polar regions largely reduce the warming

caused by the quadrupled CO2 concentration locally, especially during summer.

This could help to reduce the risk of sea level rise caused by melting of polar

ice sheets. Comparing the simulations, the regions with greatest reduction in the

global-mean temperature and surface temperatures in the engineered climates are

those regions which showed the greatest warming under the abrupt4×CO2 condi-

tions, that is, at high-latitudes where strong positive feedbacks act on temperature

changes (Kravitz et al., 2013). The reduction in solar radiation favours cooling

in the tropics while CO2 favours warming over the higher-latitude, because the

strongest radiation is around the equator and reduction in radiative forcing from

the quadrupled atmospheric CO2 (Govindasamy and Caldeira, 2000). The residual

warming found in some regions is in agreement with earlier studies (Robock et al.,

2008; Ricke et al., 2010) which shown that the level of compensation will vary with

residual changes larger in some regions than others. The most residual warming

found at the polar regions during winter season, as solar reduction has little impact

on the winter polar regions. The pattern in precipitation under the abrupt4×CO2

simulation suggests that the global hydrological cycle will be stronger, causing

’dry get dryer and wet get wetter’. Besides, there is a general poleward shift of

the precipitation pattern caused by poleward shift of the atmospheric circulation
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(Yang et al., 2022). The changes in global mean precipitation under the impact of

global warming is associated with changes not only in precipitation intensity but

also in precipitation frequency (Chou and Lan, 2012). We find that solar radiation

management is able to reduce the intensity of hydrological cycle, even possible to

cause drought if too much solar radiation is reduced to offset mean global warm-

ing. The reduction in precipitation is as a result of the fundamental difference

between the effects of the CO2 forcing and the solar forcing on the thermal struc-

ture of the atmosphere (Cao et al., 2015a). The absorption of long wave radiation

by increased atmospheric CO2 increases the vertical stability of the atmosphere,

suppressing convection activities and precipitation in the absence of surface tem-

perature changes (Cao et al., 2015b). The atmosphere is more transparent to the

solar radiation than the CO2 forcing. With no difference in surface temperature,

the solar irradiance change would have much smaller consequence on the vertical

stability of the atmosphere and would cause reduction in precipitation due to CO2

induced stability changes in the atmosphere. Using climate engineering to restore

global mean surface temperature to the preindustrial climate state would result

in a decrease in global precipitation. There should be residual warming to restore

or maintain global precipitation using solar engineering.

Globally uniform 4.2% solar reduction causes stronger residual warming over land

than that over the ocean. Due to the hemisphere asymmetric of land-sea distri-

bution, this leads to anomaly of hemisphere temperature difference, which cause

a meridional shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone and the associated low-

latitude precipitation. More specifically, more residual warming over the North-

ern Hemisphere due to more land coverage, leads to a northward shift of the

Intertropical Convergence Zone. The simulated results demonstrated that solar

geoengineering could be effective at preventing the Arctic and Antarctic sea ice

loss from carbon dioxide (CO2) emission. Sea ice is an integral part of the Arctic

Ocean. The Arctic sea ice cover is one of the most prominent indicators of change
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in the Arctic. Several climate models have shown significant downward trend in

sea ice extent through the 21st Century Stroeve et al. (2007, 2012); Eisenman

et al. (2011); Xia et al. (2014); Johannessen et al. (2004), as the planet warms in

response to increasing in greenhouse gases concentrations with the summer mini-

mum ice extent declining faster than the winter maximum. September is typically

when sea ice reaches its minimum thickness and extent, when the area covered by

ice is roughly half the size of the winter maximum. The amount of sea ice changes

throughout the year as a consequence of the solar heating or warming the polar

regions receive. Summer sea ice extent is declining increasingly fast and according

to Krishfield et al. (2014), the thick perennial ice cover has now been replaced by a

thinner first year ice. As sea-ice extent decreases during summer, more solar radi-

ation is absorbed by the increased ocean area, heating the upper level of the ocean

and delaying the onset of freeze-up and slowing ice growth. Most of the changes

in sea ice cover are driven by anthropogenic warming from increasing atmospheric

greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere as shown in this study and am-

plified by internal variabilities (Notz and Stroeve, 2016). Observations have shown

that sea level is rising and will continue to rise if the ice sheets fall apart rapidly.

The engineered simulations are able to prevent and restored most of the sea ice,

most especially the summer sea ice extent. Although, restoring September sea ice

extent similar to the PI-Control levels in a 4×CO2 atmosphere would require high

percentage of reduction of insolation over the 60 degrees North and South poles

of the earth.

Several modelling and experimental studies have demonstrated that solar geoengi-

neering with global uniformly reduction can bring the global surface temperature

similar to the preindustrial conditions (Govindasamy and Caldeira, 2000; Govin-

dasamy et al., 2002, 2003; Ban-Weiss and Caldeira, 2010; MacMartin et al., 2014;

Caldeira and Wood , 2008; Kravitz et al., 2013). In this study, AWI-ESM was

used to test for the solar geoengineering and the results found in this study are in
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relation with the previous studies. Our model simulations also imply that solar

geoengineering can reduce the global surface temperature to the levels of prein-

dustrial with proper reduction in solar radiation at TOA.

In contrast to the fact that solar geoengineering approach is aimed at reducing cli-

mate risk, implementation of it could also introduce other environmental harmful

side effects and new risks such as ocean acidification due to very high CO2 concen-

tration in the atmosphere, solar dimming, changes in rainfall with risk of drought

and heavy rainfall. It will also have impact on regional climate change, part of the

regions would have to suffers the solar blocking, like the 16.8% polar experiments,

which may have a few hours dark time and may not be comfortable for the local

people. Nevertheless, solar geoengineering could also offer environmental benefits

such as increasing winter temperatures locally which could be of benefit to the

local people and also block harmful UV radiation (Teller et al., 2003).
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

Increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration have had a profound

influence on the climate system and will continue to increase and lead the Earth

energy budget out of balance. Global mean surface temperatures will continue

to rise without a proper intervention on the climate. In this study, we have used

highly idealised simulations to test and analyse the impacts of abruptly 4×CO2

concentration on the climate and also evaluated the feasibility and impacts of solar

geoengineering on 4×CO2 on global and regional climate. The 4×CO2 caused

global mean surface air temperature raise and radiative imbalance at the TOA.

The 4×CO2 shows a global mean surface air temperature raise with strongest

positive anomalies in the high latitudes and over the land. Again, the 4×CO2

shows a significant increase in global mean precipitation over many parts of the

globe, but with a strong spatial inhomogeneous. It reduced the Arctic and the

Antarctic annual mean sea ice fraction by 56.0% and 65.0% respectively, relative

to the PI-Control condition.

The globally uniform 4.2% solar climate engineering compensates the global mean

surface warming in the abrupt4×CO2 simulation with residual cooling over low-

latitude summer and residual warming high latitude winter and land. Further, the

globally reduction significantly cause an overall reduction in global hydrological
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cycle and hence reduces precipitation of about (2.8±0.47%) compared to the global

precipitation in the PI-Control simulation, although, with small positive and neg-

ative anomalies over different parts of the globe. Solar reduction is most efficient

to bring down the summer warming over low-latitudes due to stronger solar radi-

ation is located during summer at low-latitude. The remain winter warming may

be beneficial for our society, since we can have mild winter. Using an alternative

strategy, polar solar reduction can largely offset the summer polar warming to

prevent sea ice loss and disintegration of the ice sheets. However, solar reduction

could lead to drought. As the GHG warming could cause warmer atmosphere,

solar reduction produces less evaporation. Solar geoengineering will also reduce

the global mean precipitation.

Our idealised model simulation results indicate that solar climate engineering by

putting sun-shields or installing giant mirrors in space to reflect the incoming solar

radiation (sunlight) could significantly diminish some adverse effects of increasing

CO2 emissions on global surface air temperature, precipitation and sea ice and

ice sheets. However, solar reduction cannot simultaneously reverse all adverse

effects of CO2 induced changes in both global mean temperature and global mean

precipitation.

Further studies should consider the transient responses of the climate system,

interactive ice sheets and the potential effects and risks of solar climate engineering

on the climate. It might be interested to also consider solar reduction in the

subtropical region, as the climatology maximum averaged solar radiation locates

at the lower latitudes.
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Recommendations

The following recommendations are suggested for future studies in order to im-

prove our understanding in climate engineering particularly Solar Radiation Man-

agement scenario and have much detailed information on it.

• In this study we used idealised method for the simulations. But, in real-

ity, more realistic experiment should be conducted with actual solar eclipse

driven by satellite orbit to precisely access the feasibility and effectiveness

of solar geoengineering.

• Much attention should be on polar solar geoengineering since very less people

are living in the region and might cause less effect on the global population

and less cost as compared to the global geoengineering.

• Other greenhouse gases must be considered in the future work since only

CO2 emissions was considered in this study.

• Climate engineering experiments should use more detailed scenarios in future

to test for its effectiveness.
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Acronyms

AWI Alfred Wegener Institute

CDR Carbon Dioxide Removal

DJF December-January-February

ECHAM6 European Center-Hamburg Model, Version 6

ECS Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity

ERF Effective Radiative Forcing

ESM Earth System Model

FESOM Finite Element Sea-Ice Ocean Mode

GHG Green-House Gases

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

JJA June-July-August

NH Northern Hemisphere

SH Southern Hemisphere

SRM Solar Radiation Management

TOA Top of Atmosphere

UN United Nations
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Appendices

Figure 5.1: Global surface air temperature anomalies for (a) Annual, (b)
December-January-February (DJF) and (c) June-July-August (JJA) average rela-
tive to PI control simulation in the Southern 16.8% simulation in Southern Hemi-
sphere over 45◦C, showing the changes in the surface temperature from the abrupt
4×CO2.
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